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Communications Intended to Be Confidential?
Practical Pointers:
• Avoid unintentional joint-representation waiver by flawed Upjohn admonitions
• Include carefully drafted summary of purpose of overall representation in engagement letter
• If client has parents, subsidiaries, or affiliates, take steps to make explicit that they are also 

covered by privilege
• Think carefully about who will receive your findings and whether the findings should be written or oral
• No disclosure to third parties

Is Substantial Purpose of Communications to Seek Legal Advice?
Practical Pointers:
• Easier to protect outside counsel communications because in-house counsel often provide (and 

are perceived as providing) business advice
• Ensure that the appropriate person in organization requests investigation – consider reciprocal 

engagement letters setting forth nature of representation and interest in protecting privilege
• Key reason to protect privilege is so company can control outgoing flow of information
• Non-lawyers acting at a lawyer’s direction may be engaging in privileged communications (see Kovel)
• Applies only to communication about facts, not the facts themselves

Person Receiving Information Authorized to Do So?
Practical Pointers:
• Document shared understanding of privilege protection plan
• Labeling privileged or attorney work product is necessary, but without more does not create protection

Confidentiality in Fact Preserved?
Practical Pointers:
• Ensure that you never cc or bcc a non-lawyer unless person is unquestionably in the “need to 

know” group – and ensure that client does the same
• Exercise caution when sharing with others (including outside audit)

How to Protect Company/Client Interests in the Written Work Plan
Before assignment of an internal legal investigation to in-house or outside 
attorney, prepare written plan that includes:
• Objective of the legal advice
• Who within the company “needs to know” the legal advice
• Scope/task of the legal investigation
• Statement concerning need to preserve confidentiality
• Steps taken to ensure investigation is conducted consistent with existing 

corporate employee/employer policies
• Shared understanding of interview preamble, including Upjohn 

admonitions to all employees:
 - I am the company lawyer and not your lawyer
 - I can tell the company what you tell me
 - What you tell me is confidential, protected by the attorney-client privilege 
between me and the company
 - Only the company can waive the privilege and disclose what you have 
told me to others
 - What you tell me may be given to regulators, law enforcement and/or 
public officials – and therefore must be truthful
 - Document consent to continue interview

• Immediate task:
 - Consider drafting and issuing litigation holds to all relevant employees

Note: If no anticipation of litigation, no work-product privilege applies
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